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Comment [D1]: Simple
primary colours, the red suggests
danger and blue and yellow are
lifeguard colours.
Comment [D2]: Large font,
eye-catching with colour contrast.
Comment [D3]: Short simple
phrase outlines the topic of the
leaflet

D3

Comment [D4]: Trusted official
logo creates a sense of legitimacy
and a promise of qualityof the
information in the booklet.
Comment [D5]: Widely known
warning sign, suggesting the
reader should always be aware.
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D6

D8
BACK OF LEAFLET

Comment [D6]: Safety is
emphasized before fun, safety is
also foregrounded, suggesting
safety comes first. “Your” is
informal making the leaflet
welcoming and accessible to the
reader
Comment [D7]: Life is
prioritized, implying that this
organisation is not for profit and
only cares for the reader’s wellbeing
Comment [D8]: The picture
shows children having fun, in
shallow water which emphasizes
safety, also there’s an adult
nearby. Also outlines ‘safety first’.

D7

Comment [D9]: Parents are
the target audience for this
section of the leaflet and this true
story is powerful because this kind
of incident would be one that
many parents would fear, thus
making this page of the leaflet
gripping for its intended audience.
While engaging the story also
models the correct behaviour in
the case of an emergency – call
the coastguard
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Comment [D10]: “Relaxing on
the beach” lets the reader relate
to Carolyne as it’s a typical thing
to do on a holiday.
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Comment [D11]: “Boys had
been swept” suggests
uncontrollable movement by an
overwhelming force, almost like
being thrown about. “Big
teenagers” is a contrast and that
shows, no matter how big you are,
you can’t stand against the sea.
Comment [D12]: “Like a
whirlpool”, the use of a simile
empowers the previous point of
“never [forgotten] holiday”, also
they’re exaggerating when they
mention whirlpool as they
would’ve been dead.
Comment [D13]: Lifeguards
portrayed as powerful, as they
controlled fate and saved the
teenagers who otherwise “would
have drowned”.
Comment [D14]: An image of
safety and happiness, which
emphasises the good work that
the RNLI do and how the reader
will also be reunited with their
children if they follow these
instructions in the event of an
emergency.
Comment [D15]: Clear
instructions, commanding phrases
like “don’t”, “raise”, “never”.
Simple diagrams, informal, stuck
with tape at an awkward angle
suggests it’s made by normal
people, rather than corporate
firms – again making it more
engaging and user friendly

Comment [D16]: Simple
colours that are easy to remember
and simple commanding verbs like
“never” give the reader clear and
simple instructions. Readers are
unlikely to have this leaflet with
them on the beach so the
information on it has to be
memorable. Flags presented in
order from safe to dangerous,
again helping the reader
remember.

D16

Comment [D17]: Many
reminders throughout the leaflet
to call 999 or 112 in case of
emergency shows that they care
about public safety which can be
empowered by the knowledge of
simple contact details to
emergency services.

D18

D17

Comment [D18]: Commanding
verbs, instructions, short and to
the point, bullet point format – all
these give clear guidance and help
the reader remember these rules

Comment [D19]: Colour
scheme suggests a deep and
unknown blue sea, and the red
contrasts to signify lifeguards.
“Charity” suggests a non-profit
government organisation which
will further encourage the reader
to donate.

D19

Comment [D20]: Ffacts like 24
hours a day and 365 days a year
suggest that it’s more than just a
job the people go to, but a
dedication, where people spend
their time saving lives, ‘8000 every
year’
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,

Comment [D21]: “Funded by
you” creates a sense of
membership, or part of family
even. It suggests that the reader
himself is what funded and
ultimately made the rescue of
137,000 lives. Praising the reader
before they have actually decided
to donate may make them feeling
a sense of obligation to support
this charity
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Comment [D22]: “Ordinary
people, extraordinary acts” may
encourage the reader ease to
donate because there’s no image
corporate firms, only “ordinary
people” like the reader. The fact
that these people perform
extraordinary acts paints them as
heroes who are thus deserving of
our support
Comment [D23]: The high
costs of running the organisation
made clear in figures like £900 to
train each lifeguard, suggests that
the RNLI is expensive to run and in
need of money. The rhetorical
question “will you help us meet
that need?” suggests that the RNLI
is relying on the reader to help
further increasing the sense of
obligation felt.

